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By Laurent Bludzien

Sexiness today is one of the first factors representing luxury for customers, a change after many years in which the
material quality, exclusivity and artisanship were the key factors. Consumers seeking sexiness are mainly
millennials or under 50, and equally distributed by gender.

The luxury goods industry has entered a new cycle in the last two to three years, characterized by moderate growth 3
percent to 4 percent per year and a greater heterogeneity of performance among major brands. This new cycle has
affected all product categories, from personal luxury goods to high-end wine and experiential luxury goods.

The strong growth in casualization, the reduction in opportunities to use traditional formalwear, the extreme
attention to the experiential component of purchasing, and the propensity to mix and match by all types of
consumers are manifestations of a deeper evolution of taste and expectations.

New sensuality
Today, the key word behind all of the great growth stories, with the exception of one or two French luxury brands that
occupy a timeless position away from fashions and trends, is  sexiness.

Sexiness is the ability to express a new sensuality that is imaginative, intimate and delicate, and the ability to do this
with a clear break from the canons used in the past 20 years a clear break that may sometimes be provocative, able to
capture the imagination of consumers and bring new ones closer to the brand.

The brands that understood how to ride this evolution first have seen their like-for-like performance grow by double
digits, especially thanks to the increased number of consumers of their brands. This formidable growth has not
required expensive revision of store concepts, restructuring or large retail openings, but finds its own push in the
product and the way of communicating it.

In fact, as far as product is concerned, sexiness is the ability to leverage iconic pop products once not considered in
the high-end world, such as sneakers, T -shirts and backpacks, making them the platform for the new concept of
luxury.
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Sexiness also is the ability to develop new and unconventional shapes capable of provoking and intriguing thanks to
the use of researched materials, finishes and creative effects.

Communication has shifted from traditional media to digital and includes more immediate, flexible and tantalizing
forms of communication able to put the consumer and the community at the center, instead of the brand and the
product.

Digital revolution
Today, more than 60 percent of purchases are influenced by digital, whether consumers are looking online and
buying in a physical store or directly online.

Word of mouth continues to be the first lever of influence for the luxury consumer and today occurs for two-thirds
through digital platforms, and more than 70 percent of consumers connect to their favorite brands through social
platforms.

This digital revolution not only allows luxury companies to amplify their vision and message but also contributes
substantially to the sexiness effect of the intimate and personal nature with which it takes place.

Today, the relationship with the brand must be increasingly transformed from a simple "transaction" to an
appointment a love affair that takes place in a fluid way between physical and digital channels.

COMPANIES LESS RECEPTIVE to these changes have seen their performance worsen and, in some cases,
witnessed a contraction of turnover despite their historical heritage and a product of absolute quality supported by a
strict "made in" label and major investments to support communication and sales channels.

It is  clear now that being a well-known brand with high-quality products is no longer enough to succeed.

Please click here to download the EY report titled, "Luxury is About Sexiness: The Luxury and Cosmetics Financial
Factbook 2018"

The report combines publicly available data with input from leaders who work with the world's leading companies
in the sector. It looks at market trends, the evolution of operating aggregates, key financial parameters and valuation
ratios. Also in the 2018 edition of the factbook, you will find consumer insights and contributions from sector
leaders about selected topics of interest for the luxury industry such as innovation, sustainability and digitalization.
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